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ABSTRACT

The present study presents a computer approach based on polynomial shape functions application for analysis of continuous plate in one direction using Matlab. A 4-span continuous plate in the x-direction comprises of boundary conditions SSSC, SCSC, SCSC and SCSS single panels’ plate was analyzed. It was assumed that, the external edges were simply supported while the internal edges of each panel were clamped. The bending moments of the clamped edges were calculated for each panel using appropriate boundary conditions which formed the fixed end moments (FEMs). Stiffness method was used based on beam analogy to analyze the continuous plate. Matlab codes were applied to develop a computer program for this analysis. To validate the results of this present study, the values of the moments obtained were compared with those of earlier studies using manual method. The percentage difference for fixed end moments were all 0.00% and that of support moments had the maximum value of 0.016%. Thus, it was concluded that the present study program based on Matlab is adequate and a faster approach for a 4-span continuous plate in one direction analysis.
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SYMBOLS

w = Deflection;  v = Poisson Ratio
r = Non dimensional Parameter in X direction (=X/a); q = Non dimensional Parameter in Y direction (=Y/b)
U,V= Deflection parts in X & Y Directions for Non-dimensional Parameters
Ƨ = Aspect Ratio (=b/a); a = dimension along x direction; b = dimension along y direction
u = Coefficient of amplitude in terms of S;
β or beta = Moment Coefficient considered at the edge along r-direction

w = \( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial r^2} \);  \( w' = \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial q^2} \);  \( h = \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial r^2} \);  \( h' = \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial q^2} \)
Q = Udl, Mxe = Edge Moment in X, fem = fixed end moment
mavs = final support moment, mspan = span moment

INTRODUCTION

Continuous plates are externally statically indeterminate. Force and deformation methods are the usual classical methods used in the analysis of continuous plates. Example of these plates are floor slabs used in buildings and bridges, sheet walls, etc. These are usually supported by exterior walls and often have intermediate supports in the form of beams and partitions or columns (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959; Ventsel and Krauthamer, 2001; Szilard, 2004). Classical analysis of continuous plate with exception of the simplest cases is quite cumbersome (Szilard, 2004). Again, the application of the rigorous classic methods to the design of continuous plate floor slabs often leads to cumbersome calculations and the accuracy this obtained is illusory on account of many more or less indeterminable factors affecting the magnitude of the moments of the plate (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959). Numerical approaches are used almost exclusively to obtain usable approximate solutions of these important plate problems in an economical way (Sziard, 2004, Bakhaty et al. 2016, Chalal, 2017, Yang et al. 2018). Due to the complexity of using trigonometric shape function. Ibearugbulem et al. (2014), Onwuka et al. (2016), and Adah (2016), had earlier applied
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polynomial shape functions to single panel plate analysis. Furthermore, Adah et al. (2020), Adah et al. (2021), used polynomial shape functions as a new approach in analysis of continuous plate in both single direction and two directions and the results so obtained were adequate. Even though much relief from cumbersome calculations was achieved, the approach is still a little bit time consuming.

Matlab is a powerful mathematical-based software which is used widely in programming engineering problems (Wilson, et al. 2003; Yang, et al. 2005). It is worth mentioning that, none of the researchers have developed Matlab programs using polynomial shape functions in continuous plate analysis. Thus, the aim of this work was to simplify this problem by the development of Matlab program using polynomial shape functions to obtain easily the fixed end moment and support moments of the plates.

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

Adah (2016) gave the general deflected shape function for rectangular isotropic plates as

\[ w = w^R \cdot w^Q = A(c_1 R^1 - d_1 R^2 + e_1 R^3) + B(c_2 Q^1 - d_2 Q^2 + e_2 Q^3) \] (1)

where \( c_1, c_2, f_1, f_2, d_1, d_2, m_1, m_2, e_1, e_2 \) and \( h_1, h_2 \) are coefficients.

\[ h = (c_1 R^1 - d_1 R^2 + e_1 R^3) + B(c_2 Q^1 - d_2 Q^2 + e_2 Q^3) = UV \] (2)

If \( R = r \) and \( Q = q \); then, the shape profile of the three boundary conditions in Figure 1 are given by Adah (2016) as equations 3-5.

For SSSC: \( h = (0.5r^2 - 1.5r^3 + r^4)(q - 2q^3 + q^4) \) (3)

For SCSC: \( h = (r^2 - 2r^3 + r^4)(q - 2q^3 + q^4) \) (4)

For SCSS: \( h = (1.5r^2 - 2.5r^3 + r^4)(q - 2q^3 + q^4) \) (5)

Where S is simply supported edge and C is clamped edge of the plate.

Adah (2016) gave the bending moment of a rectangular isotropic plate in both x- direction as

\[ M_x = -u_s qa^2 \left( \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial x^2} + v \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial y^2} \right) \] (6)

let \( \beta = -u_s \left( \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial x^2} + v \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial y^2} \right) \) (7)

Then,
\[ M_x = \beta qa^2 \] (8)

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of a Continuous Plate

Figure 2a: Section X-X, showing a plate strip loaded uniformly

Figure 2b: Section X-X, showing the supports rotations. Take EI as constant
From Figure 1, a section X-X along the longitudinal axis was taken and analyzed (Figure 2.0). It was assumed that the external edges were simply supported while the internal edges were clamped. By using beam analogy, a section X-X through the center of each panel was then analyzed using stiffness method for support and span moments, Adah et al. (2020).

COMPUTER APPLICATION
Matlab programming codes were applied, the fixed edge moment of each span calculated by substituting the shape profile h, from equations (3) to (5) and the boundary conditions of each single panel into equations (6). The values of the fixed edge moments and support moments of the individual plate obtain are presented in columns 1 and 4 of Table 1.0 respectively. The step by step simplified interactive Matlab program developed is presented in the appendix. The user is expected to know the shape profile of each single panel plate in the continuous plate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Columns 1 and 4 of Table one shows the coefficients of FEMs and SM obtained from this work. In order to validate the results obtained from this present program, the values of the fixed end moments (FEMs) and support moments (SM) were compared with those of earlier studies as presented in Table 1.0. The percentage difference for FEMs were 0.00%. This indicated that there was no difference in the results. Also, the percentage difference for the SM had a maximum of 0.016%. This is far less than 5% and was deemed satisfactory. Therefore, the conclusion that this present study program is satisfactory and provides a faster approach for a 4-span continuous plate analysis in one direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present study</th>
<th>Adah et al. 2020</th>
<th>Percentage Difference</th>
<th>Present study</th>
<th>Adah et al. 2020</th>
<th>Percentage Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEM =βqa²β₁</td>
<td>FEM =βqa²β₂</td>
<td>100(β₂−β₁)/ β₁</td>
<td>SM =βqa²β₃</td>
<td>SM =βqa²β₄</td>
<td>100(β₄−β₃)/ β₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06760</td>
<td>-0.06760</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06590</td>
<td>-0.06590</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06136</td>
<td>-0.06135</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06250</td>
<td>-0.06249</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06476</td>
<td>-0.06476</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>-0.06363</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06590</td>
<td>-0.06590</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.06760</td>
<td>-0.06760</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06930</td>
<td>-0.06930</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION
The results of this present study program for a 4-span continuous plates analysis in one direction using polynomial shape functions was proven to be adequate. Thus, it could be concluded that the present study program using polynomial shape functions was adequate and a more faster approach for a 4-span continuous plate in one direction analysis.
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APPENDIX

CONTINUOUS PLATE ONE DIRECTION PROGRAM

clear all
%CONTINUOUS PLATE IN ONE DIRECTION (X-DIRECTION) PROGRAM
a = input('Enter plate dimension along x-axis -length-
am(m):');
b = input('Enter plate dimension along y-axis -width-
b(m):');
Q = input('Enter the udl Q(kN/m):');
v = input('Enter poision ratio v:');
echo on
s = b/a
echo off
%for SSSC span1
syms r q
U = 0.5*r-1.5*r^3+r^4;
V = q-2*q^3+q^4;
diff(U,2);
(diff(U,2))^2;
y1 = int((diff(U,2))^2,r,0,1);
z1 = int(V^2,q,0,1);
Y1 = y1*z1;
diff(V,2);
(diff(V,2))^2;
y2 = int(U^2,r,0,1);
z2 = int((diff(V,2))^2,q,0,1);
Y2 = y2*z2;
diff(U,1);
diff(V,1);
y3 = int((diff(U,1))^2,r,0,1);
z3 = int((diff(V,1))^2,q,0,1);
Y3 = y3*z3;
y4 = int(U,r,0,1);
z4 = int(V,q,0,1);
Y4 = y4*z4;
u1 = vpa(Y4/(Y1+(2*Y3/s^2)+(Y2/s^4)),5);
r1 = input('Enter r value at support 2 r1:');
q1 = input('Enter q value at support 2 q1:');
k1 = (r1^2-2*r1^3+r1^4)*(q1-2*q1^3+q1^4);
echo on
%Edge moment
echo off
beta1 = vpa(-u1*((12*r^2-9*r^3)+(q-2*q^3+q^4)+(v/s^2)*r1^2)*r1^2)/(12*q1^2-12*q1^4)),5);
mxe = vpa(beta1*Q*a^2,5)
%for SCSC span2
syms r q
U = r^2-2*r^3+r^4;
V = q-2*q^3+q^4;
diff(U,2);
(diff(U,2))^2;
y1 = int((diff(U,2))^2,r,0,1);
z1 = int(V^2,q,0,1);
Y1 = y1*z1;
diff(V,2);
(diff(V,2))^2;
y2 = int(U^2,r,0,1);
z2 = int((diff(V,2))^2,q,0,1);
Y2 = y2*z2;
diff(U,1);
diff(V,1);
y3 = int((diff(U,1))^2,r,0,1);
z3 = int((diff(V,1))^2,q,0,1);
Y3 = y3*z3;
y4 = int(U,r,0,1);
z4 = int(V,q,0,1);
Y4 = y4*z4;
u1 = vpa(Y4/(Y1+(2*Y3/s^2)+(Y2/s^4)),5);
r1 = input('Enter r value at support 2 r1:');
q1 = input('Enter q value at support 2 q1:');
k1 = (r1^2-2*r1^3+r1^4)*(q1-2*q1^3+q1^4);
echo on
%Edge moment
echo off
beta1 = vpa(-u1*((12*r^2-9*r^3)+(q-2*q^3+q^4)+(v/s^2)*r1^2)*r1^2)/(12*q1^2-12*q1^4)),5);
mxe1a = vpa(beta1*Q*a^2,5)
mxe1b = mxe1a
%for SCSC span3
echo on
%Edge moment
echo off
mxe2a = mxe1a
mxe2b = mxe1b
%For SCSS span4
syms r q
U = 1.5*r^2 - 2.5*r^3 + r^4;
V = q - 2*q^3 + q^4;
diff(U,2);
(diff(U,2))^2;
y1 = int((diff(U,2))^2,r,0,1);
z1 = int(V^2,q,0,1);
Y1 = y1*z1;
diff(V,2);
(diff(V,2))^2;
y2 = int(U^2,r,0,1);
z2 = int((diff(V,2))^2,q,0,1);
Y2 = y2*z2;
diff(U,1);
diff(V,1);
y3 = int((diff(U,1))^2,r,0,1);
z3 = int((diff(V,1))^2,q,0,1);
Y3 = y3*z3;
y4 = int(U,r,0,1);
z4 = int(V,q,0,1);
Y4 = y4*z4;
u3 = vpa(Y4/(Y1+(2*Y3/s^2)+(Y2/s^4)),5)
r3 = input('Enter r3 value at support 4 r3:');
qu3 = input('Enter q3 value at support 4 q3:');
k3 = (1.5*r3^2 - 2.5*r3^3 + r3^4)*(q3 - 2*q3^3 + q3^4);
%Fixed end or edge moment
beta3 = vpa(-u3*((3 - 15*r3 + 12*r3^2)*(q3 - 2*q3^3 + q3^4)*(v/s.^2)*(1.5*r3^2 - 2*r3^3 + r3^4)*(12*q3^2 - 12*q3)),5);
mxe3 = vpa(beta3*Q*a^2,5)
%Input the positive values of m matrix above. note: m12 = [ms11;ms21]; m23 = [ms22;ms32] ...
ms11 = input('Enter moment at support 1 member 1:');
ms21 = input('Enter moment at support 2 member 1:');
ms22 = input('Enter moment at support 2 member 2:');
ms32 = input('Enter moment at support 3 member 2:');
ms33 = input('Enter moment at support 3 member 3:');
ms43 = input('Enter moment at support 4 member 3:');
ms44 = input('Enter moment at support 4 member 4:');
ms54 = input('Enter moment at support 5 member 4:');
%Average final support moment (mavs) is mavs... = (m21+m22)/2
mavs1 = ms11
mavs2 = (ms21+ms22)*0.5
mavs3 = (ms32+ms33)*0.5
mavs4 = (ms43+ms44)*0.5
mavs5 = ms54
%Span Moment(mspan)
mspan12 = c - ((mavs1+mavs2)*0.5)
mspan23 = c - ((mavs2+mavs3)*0.5)
mspan34 = c - ((mavs3+mavs4)*0.5)
mspan45 = c - ((mavs4+mavs5)*0.5)
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